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In differential geometry, a geodesic (/ ËŒ dÊ’ iË• É™ Ëˆ d É› s Éª k, ËŒ dÊ’ iË• oÊŠ-, -Ëˆ d iË•-, -z Éª k /) is
a generalization of the notion of a "straight line" to "curved spaces".The term "geodesic" comes from
geodesy, the science of measuring the size and shape of Earth; in the original sense, a geodesic was the
shortest route between two points on the Earth's surface, namely, a segment ...
Geodesic - Wikipedia
In mathematics, the Gaussian or ordinary hypergeometric function 2 F 1 (a,b;c;z) is a special function
represented by the hypergeometric series, that includes many other special functions as specific or limiting
cases.It is a solution of a second-order linear ordinary differential equation (ODE). Every second-order linear
ODE with three regular singular points can be transformed into this ...
Hypergeometric function - Wikipedia
Â§4. The Pâˆ’Gâˆ’D family of associate. minimal surfaces. Schwarz's P and D surfaces and their associate
surface G (the gyroid) are the topologically simplest examples of embedded TPMS that have cubic lattice
symmetry.They are related by the continuous bending transformation described in 1853 by Ossian
Bonnet.The mean curvature (which is zero at every point), the Gaussian curvature, and the ...
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